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VOCABULARY:
Aesthetic
Esthetic
Genre
Design
Stylistic
Process
Material
Medium
Organic material
Trade
Antiquity
Abstract

Symbolic
Realistic
Technical
Function
Primitive
Ethos
Cultural expression
Narrative painting
Motif`
Mnemonic 

VOCABULARY DEFINITIONS:

Aesthetic- Pertaining to a sense of the beautiful   
or to the science of aesthetics,  
having a sense of the beautiful;  
characterized by a love of beauty, pertaining to, 
involving or concerned    
with pure emotion and sensation as opposed to 
pure intellectuality. 

Esthetic- A principle of taste or style adopted by a 
particular person, group, or culture.
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Genre- A class or category of artistic endeavor having 
a particular form, content, technique or   
the like. 

  
Design- To work out the structure or form of something, 

as by making a sketch, outline, pattern, or 
plans, to plan and make something artistically 
or skillfully, to form or conceive in the   
mind; to invent. 

Stylistic-  Of or relating to style, especially artistic or 
literary style

Process- A series of actions that produce a change or 
development  2. a method of doing or   
producing something  3. a forward movement 

 4. The course of time 

Material-  The substance of which a thing is made or 
composed; component or constituent   
matter: raw material— adj  5. of, relating to, or 
composed of physical substance; corporeal. 

Medium- The category of a work of art, as determined by 
its materials and methods of    
production: the medium of wood engraving   
b. the materials used in a work of art 

Organic material – Materials that come from nature.

Trade- The act of buying and selling goods and 
services either on the domestic markets 
or on the international markets, a personal 
occupation, especially a craft requiring skill, 
the people and practices of an industry, craft, 
or business, the exchange of one thing for 
something else

 
Antiquity- The quality of being ancient or very old, the 

far distant past, especially the time preceding 
the Middle Ages in Europe, the people of 
ancient times collectively; the ancients, the 
quality of being ancient; ancientness, the 
peoples, nations, tribes, or cultures of ancient 
times, something belonging to or remaining 
from ancient times, as monuments, relics, or 
customs. 

Textiles- Any cloth or goods produced by weaving, 
knitting, or felting, a material, as a fiber  
or yarn, used in or suitable for weaving, of or 
pertaining to weaving. 

Pottery- Articles, vessels, etc, made from earthenware 
and dried and baked in a kiln, the craft or 
business of making such articles, ceramic ware, 
especially earthenware and stoneware. 

Beadwork- Ornamental work in beads.

Weaving- To form by interlacing threads, yarns, strands, 
or strips of some material: to weave a  
basket; to weave cloth, to form by combining 
various elements or details into a   
connected whole: to weave a tale; to weave a 
plan, to introduce as an element or    
detail into a connected whole. 

Painting- A picture or design executed in paints, to 
produce a picture, design, etc. in paint: to   
paint a portrait, to represent in paint, as in oils, 
tempera, or watercolor. 

Abstract- Theoretical; not applied or practical, of or 
pertaining to the formal aspect of art,  
emphasizing lines, colors, generalized or 
geometrical forms, etc., especially with   
reference to their relationship to one another, 
pertaining to the nonrepresentational   
art styles of the 20th century. 

Symbolic- Serving as a symbol  of something, of, 
pertaining to, or expressed by a symbol,  
characterized by or involving the use of 
symbols: a highly symbolic poem. 

Realistic- Interested in, concerned with, or based on what 
is real or practical, pertaining to,    
characterized by, or given to the representation 
in literature or art of things as they   
 really are: a realistic novel or painting, 
Philosophy of or pertaining to realists  or 
realism. 

Technical- Belonging or pertaining to an art, science, or 
the like, peculiar to or characteristic of a   
particular art, science, profession, trade, etc., 
skilled in or familiar in a practical way with   
a particular art, trade, etc., as a person. 

Function- The purpose for which something is designed 
or exists. 

Appliqué- A decoration or trimming of one material sewn 
or otherwise fixed onto another, the practice 
of decorating in this way, ornamentation, as a 
cutout design, that is sewn on to or otherwise 
applied to a piece of material. 

Primitive- Being the first or earliest of the kind or in 
existence, especially in an early age of the   
world, an artist of a preliterate culture, a naive 
or unschooled artist, an artist belonging   
to the early stage in the development of a style. 
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Ethos- The fundamental character or spirit of a culture; 
the underlying sentiment that informs the 
beliefs, customs, or practices of a group or 
society; dominant assumptions of a  people or 
period: In the Greek ethos the individual was 
highly valued. 

Cultural expression- Cultural means relating to a 
particular society and its ideas, customs, and 
art.  

   
Narrative painting-    Refers to art in which storytelling is 

the chief reason for the work’s existence

Motif- A recurring subject, theme, idea, etc., 
especially in a literary, artistic, or musical 
work, a distinctive and recurring form, shape, 
figure, etc., in a design, as in a painting or on 
wallpaper, a dominant idea or feature.  

  
Mnemonic-  Assisting or intended to assist the memory,  

 something intended to assist the memory
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Origins Lesson: 
Use the attached activity sheets for the origins lesson. 

Watch the PBS program history detectives to learn more about Modoc Baskets:
http://www.pbs.org/opb/historydetectives/investigation/modoc-basket/
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Resource List

Online teaching tools
http://www.indigenousartwork.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/06/arts/design/06infinity.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nativetech.org/finger/beltinstr.html
http://creativity.denverartmuseum.org/1953_131/
http://youtu.be/Il0qIRkkCvw
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http://www.eiteljorg.org/ejm_EducationActivities/TeacherInformation/ClassroomResources.asp
http://home.nps.gov/labe/planyourvisit/upload/MODOC%20WAY.pdf
http://www.pbs.org/opb/historydetectives/investigation/modoc-basket/
http://www.nga.gov/kids/catlin/catlin1.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Il0qIRkkCvw&feature=youtu.be 

Books:
The Give-Away: A Native American Tradition, By Ray Buckley

Sources:
Ewers, John Canfield. Murals in the Round: Painted Tipis of the Kiowa and Kiowa-Apache Indians.  
An exhibition of tipi models made for James Mooney of the Smithsonian Institution during his field 
studies of Indian history and art in southwestern Oklahoma, 1891-1904. Pub. for the Renwick Gallery 
of the National Collection of Fine Arts by the Smithsonian Institution Press, 1978.

Painted Tipis By Contemporary Plains Indian Artists.  Catalogue of the exhibition published and 
distributed by the Oklahoma Indian Arts and Crafts Cooperative, Anadarko, Oklahoma, 1973.

Social Pass Skills

All Visual Arts Pass Skills 
Apply to this NIE

Social Studies
Grade 1

Origins
St 2.5, 4.2

Community
St 2.2

Grade 2
Origins
3.4

Native Knowledge

Grade 2
St 3.5

Grade 3
St 1.2, 3.1

Governance
Grade 3
St 3.3

Grade 4
St. 1.1
2.1
4.1
5.1
5.2
5.4
5.5

Grade 5
St 5.1, 7.3

Grade 7
St 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

Language Arts
Grade 2
St 5

Writing St 1 & 2
Oral St 1, 2 , 3

Language Arts
Grade 3
St. 4

Reading Comprehension
St 2, St 3 

Grammar  St 3
Oral St. 1 & 2

All grade level Literacy and 
Comprehension
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